
Frequently Asked Questions 

Question 01: Why Found Application has been developed? 

Answer: Delhi Police has consistently been adopting new 

methodologies and technologies to enhance its service 

delivery capacity. Our endeavour has been to identify areas 

where newer means can help in reducing public 

inconvenience. 

Lodging information about a found article in the application 

will help in collating the information related to Lost/Missing 

Article and Found Articles, and in restoring it to the rightful 

owner. It will also create a Central Repository of unclaimed 

articles found in Delhi.  

The FOUND application serves two purposes. Any citizen who 

has lodged a complaint regarding his/her lost article in the 

LOST report application, can search, if his lost article has been 

FOUND or not, using the Lost Report (LR) No. (A unique 

number allotted online on a complaint related to a lost article), 

or/and the relevant email ID. The application will facilitate 

searching the article in the data base of the FOUND articles. If 

found, the complainant will be informed from which Police 

Station, he/she can get his/her FOUND article.  

If any citizen finds an article/document having been lost in 

Delhi, he/she can submit the information of the same to Delhi 

Police by using the Online FOUND Application, and he/she is 

required to deposit the same to the nearest Police Station. 

Question 02: What is the procedure for using 'FOUND' application? 

Answer: One can visit the Delhi Police website www.delhipolice.nic.in,  

and follow the ‘FOUND App' Module. 

Question 03:  What happens after submission of the details of FOUND 

article? 

http://www.delhipolice.nic.in/


Answer: Once you submit the details of a found article, your nearest 

Police Station will be informed that the details of a found 

article have been uploaded through the App for further 

matching with the data of lost article.  You are also required to 

deposit the same to the nearest Police Station. 

Question 05: I am a foreigner. Can I submit a FOUND article online? 

Answer: You can submit the details of the FOUND article through this 

App provided you have found the article in Delhi. However, 

you are requested to deposit the article in any police station of 

Delhi before leaving the country. 

Question 06: Is any investigation/enquiry done by police after submitting 

the FOUND Article? 

Answer: Yes, the local police will verify and contact the concerned 

person who has reported the found article. 

Question 07: What are the mandatory fields in the found form? 

Answer:    For searching found article related to a Lost Report: 
   Mandatory fields are (1) Lost Report (LR ) No.  (2) Email ID. 
   For entry of found article(s) uploading: 

(1) Article Category (2) Article Number  
(3)Image of Article (4) Description 

 
Question 08: What action will be taken if the complainant lodges false 

report? 

Answer:  False reporting to the police is a punishable offence. 

Question 09: Whether the FOUND article can be submitted to Police Station 

in Delhi, if article is found outside the jurisdiction of Delhi? 

Answer:  No. 

Question 10: How I can report FOUND information of more than one item? 

Answer: Repeat the process for multiple Found Article entries.  


